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VAL: Hello friends, and welcome to the Holistic Health Online Podcast. I'm your host,
Val Robitaille And in this episode, I'm extremely honored to be having what I'm sure is
going to be a highly informative discussion with Dr. Ariyana Love. Welcome, Dr. Love.
DR. LOVE: Thanks for having me, Val.
VAL: Thank you for agreeing to Come on. Now, we were talking earlier in our pre
interview about envenomation. Would you be able to explain for our audience what that
is?
DR. LOVE: Well, sure. Envenomation is the poisoning of masses of people with venom.
Snake venom. So that's that's exactly what's happening. These are the revelations that
have come out with Stew Peters and Red Voice Media's latest release on the Watch the
Water documentary. Dr. Bryan Ardis brought documents and has also been
investigating Remdesivir and reading the studies that were conducted by Anthony
Fauci, funded by him on Remdesivir, and also monoclonal antibodies. And they were all
atrocious, like they should not be administered to people. So he's been really
instrumental in bringing that to light.
DR. LOVE: I don't agree with him on the monoclonal antibodies and I think his intuition
was right the first time. Basically, now we know that it's snake venom that's being used.
This was the missing piece. This was the the spike protein that was eluding the doctors.
They were finding it all over the body and they knew they saw the damage that it's
causing and causing organs to shut down and affecting the heart and more and more
and more, now we know it's snake venom. All the doctors and nurses that I know, it all
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clicked for them and it all made sense. And they are the ones who see people who are
injured from these these shots.
DR. LOVE: This is a strike by the enemy. And Big Pharma played their hand and
they've completely exposed themselves. There's nowhere for them left for them to run
or to hide. So they are counting on killing off. A large enough percentage of the
population so that they can get away with it and hide their crimes and rewrite history
and enslave the population so they can never rise up and resist against them because
their crimes are so atrocious. And now it's all come to light because they launched this
attack. And the things we didn't know before about medicine that were hidden has now
come to light. The deception, the poisoning of humanity for decades through the
vaccination program, you know, injecting mycoplasma into people, the things that cause
chronic disease and can't be eliminated easily from the body...Bioweapons. You know,
this is always been going on since the Rockefellers created Western medicine.
DR. LOVE: And that's a whole other thing. In Western medicine, we have this virus
theory that has never been proven. I don't think there's a single virus that's ever been
isolated, although a lot of doctors still like to believe that there is. But they're kept in this
virus land narrative and they just if they ever step out of it, the whole house of cards
falls down around them and all of their training, all of their practice. It would just be all
based on this fundamental lie. And that lie about viruses is meant to keep doctors
diverted from ever identifying the true root cause of disease. They're going to keep
searching for it and searching for it in a rat wheel, basically round and round and round
it never finding that the root cause or alleviating it from their patients and then just being
drug pushers like this is basically what doctors have become - drug pushers for big
pharma.
DR. LOVE: So Western medicine is finished. No one will ever, ever trust them. And
they've turned and morphed our hospitals into the killing fields. Doctors that just go for
the money. And it's really sad. But that world is dying. And now we have a new world
that's being born. And it's going to come through us. It's going to come through our
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creative hand, and we're going to figure out how to work together again, how to be a
humanity and create communities and a new medicine.
DR. LOVE: So this is what I'm focused on. I do have an international foundation and
we're focused on harmonized medicine. And I think the only pharmaceutical that I
actually support is ivermectin, because it does kill these transgenic, genetically modified
synthetic biologics that they're using in humans to try to take over, hijack the human
body and control it. It's amazing times that we're living in. And the snake venom
revelation, this was a really important component to understanding their entire weapons
system because the snake venom is what was used to basically stun the cells, to poison
the bloodstream. And the way that their the cells respond to that snake venom, it blocks
the ACE2 receptor, which is a gateway into the cell. And normally it's the ACE2 receptor
that's protecting the cell from any poisons or metals or anything like that, from getting
inside the cell. So the snake venom blocks that.
DR. LOVE: And then the nanoparticles, they're able to penetrate the cell membrane and
reach the cell nucleus where they are cloning human cells and changing the genome
forever. This is their intent. This is what they're trying to do. And we now know that there
is a way to reverse it. There is a way to save people who have taken this poison. And
that's what I'm doing. I'm working with teams of people who are going to administer to
the injured now that we've identified treatment. So there is hope in all of this.
DR. LOVE: And as evil as this agenda is, there is the magnificence of God's plan. So
the snake venom, it does cause the organs to systematically shut down. And this is
what we're seeing. It does target the heart, but they're using other things as well.
They're using parasites. They're using parasites to target the placenta in pregnant
women and kill the unborn baby. It's a malaria parasite. And it is one of the most deadly
of all. And it is genetically modified and patented. So it's sort of synthetic biology. And it
targets also the liver. And this is what doctors are seeing. So they're using a
combination of weaponry. Snake venom is not the only thing. It's not the most deadly
thing, but it's very deadly.
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DR. LOVE: And you can protect your organs by using melatonin. This is in studies.
They did studies with rats who were poisoned with snake venom and the melatonin
protected their organs. But you need more hydrogen oxygen treatment, but also redox
molecules. These are the superior treatments, and combinations of superfoods.
Antioxidants. Keeping the body in an alkaline state. Eating healthy. There are ways to
protect yourself also from these nanoparticles. According to the studies, they're orally
ingested. So either by inhalation, which is in the study or by other means, so you can
drink or eat food that's got nanoparticles in it. And when it goes through your body
orally, it hits the epithelial cells first and it cuts the lung cells' ability to get oxygen to the
rest of the body.
DR. LOVE: It severs this. So then it completely reduces your energy and induces
fatigue very, very quickly. Then those nanoparticles continue to go down into the
stomach and then when they get to the intestines, they release their payload in the
intestines. This is according to the studies. Now, this is very interesting, and this is really
a key to protecting ourselves. What I found in the study, these nanoparticles, they
cannot release their payload if your body is alkaline. So basically when we're in
homeostasis, we're in an alkaline state. Always when we're out of balance, our bodies
become acidic. And that's where you become a breeding ground for disease and toxicity
and poison.
DR. LOVE: So these these shots, the venom, it is poisoning the body and makes you
more susceptible to everything. And if you don't have a shot we're all being exposed to
these nanoparticles. Then you need to keep your body healthy and in a state of balance
and in an alkaline state, eat alkaline foods and things like this. Because otherwise when
you're acidic then the nanoparticles release a payload into your body and it's making
people sick and it's genetically modifying us. But it's very interesting how the enemy has
created these bioweapons where they can walk among us and not be affected. You
know, it's the evil genius.
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VAL: Well, you know, you were talking about big pharma and how they're done now.
And I agree with that. I've been fighting Big Pharma for over 30 years, and it would be
such a vindication to see this actually happen, because I've worked with people with
cancer and once they get the chemotherapy, it's not that it's hopeless, but it's almost
hopeless. When people come to me and they say, well, you know, I'm taking this drug
and I'm taking that drug, so what can I do? I tell them right from the start, I don't deal
with anything medical in terms of drugs. As far as I'm concerned all they know how to do
is burn, cut and poison. And I was not trained for any of those things.
VAL: I'm completely on board with the acid alkaline balance and high energy foods,
good living, plenty of sunshine, you know, and I don't get sick. I really don't get sick. I've
been around people that have shed on me. I make a special medicine. I'm here in
Morocco making medicine that's actually illegal in other countries, like the Five Eyes
Countries who don't want you to have cancer cancer killing natural medicines. So
they've outlawed it. But I'm doing it here, which is perfectly legal. So Big Pharma going
down, I'm all for it and me too, the only medicines that I approve of right now is
Ivermectin. And throughout the years I've always been okay with penicillin, just plain old
penicillin if needed.
VAL: I cannot stand it when I hear the medical community has taken over the word
health care. They're not health care. They're sick care. And you can't work with them.
You can't talk to them. And this is one of the things that I wanted to discuss a little bit
tonight about the new snake venom discovery. Ever since Dr. Ardis came out with the
documentary Watch the Water, I completely intuited that this was it. This was the
elusive spike protein that nobody really knew what it was; snake venom. But all these
doctors that were always on our side are really trying to discredit Brian Ardis now. And I
think he's a hero. You may not like his style. You may look at him and say, oh, he's not
a medical doctor, which in my eyes is a plus. But if you just look at the evidence that he
presented It's clear that this is what we're dealing with. And these doctors, medical
doctors like the American frontline doctors, Dr. Andrew Kaufmann and Dr. Pierre Kory,
and there was one other I can't remember the name, I saw a few different things where
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they were shamelessly discrediting Brian Ardis. And it really hurt me because that feels
like controlled opposition. I'm a little disturbed about that, but we move on nonetheless.
DR. LOVE: It's not surprising. I knew there would be blowback. I knew it would take
about two weeks for things to die down and for the evidence to continue to stream out to
where enough people are Awake that the narrative shifts and those naysayers and
controlled opposition, they just drown out the voices, drown out in the evidence. Dr.
Bryan, artist is sincere. I have no doubt in my mind. I watched him give a presentation to
our group to Medical Doctors for COVID Ethics, and he was clearly passionate, clearly
sincere. And he wants to expose the Remdesivir genocide after his father was killed.
He's a believer and clearly he has a calling.
DR. LOVE: You know, he was interviewing, investigating, researching Anthony 's
funding of this remdesivir. And his intuition told him that he knew from the study that the
monoclonal antibodies were bad. But you see, he knows some Western medical doctors
that influenced him and convinced him that maybe they're okay by telling him that
they're getting good results. Now, I want to clarify why that is, because I've also
researched monoclonal antibodies in depth. I've documented it, and it is the mRNA
nanotechnology.
DR. LOVE: It's targeting the T cells and destroying them. It's destroying your immune
system. I have clients coming to me and I have people injured from monoclonal
antibodies every day coming to me. Their organs are shutting down. All of their vital
levels are diminishing. They're in pain. Can't explain where it's coming from. They are
extremely fatigued. These are healthy people, 30 years old, you know, 40 years old,
who had no no underlying health issues. And suddenly they're unhealthy and unwell
and they regret taking them and they know it's linked to them. And they've read my
articles, too. And basically, you know, they are injecting these malaria parasites. And
this is something that the doctors have been fooled, I think, or none of them read the
patents. They can't be bothered. And they've been told that they're monoclonal
antibodies and that they're good. But this is not monoclonal antibodies. This was funded
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by DARPA and Bill Gates. And last year, Bill Gates announced to the world that
monoclonal antibodies would be the treatment for COVID 19 in the future.
VAL: Oh, Bill Gates did?
DR. LOVE: Yes, he did. And now we're one year later. And he did it with his evil grin on
his face. I've confronted some of the doctors. They're very arrogant with me. They are
making bank by injecting these, you know, giving these IV infusions. It's a whole bag of
God knows what. Well, I know what. It is technology that kills and destroys the T cells. It
injects parasites into the body. It clones the cells with HIV. And it's a chimeric hybrid part human part animal species DNA in it, for God's sakes, this is a horror show. And
you know, I really am glad that I have this opportunity to speak about this so that I can
the word can get out. Because people are being injured. And the only reason why the
doctors are seeing good results at first with the monoclonal antibodies is because some
of the embodiments contain hydroxychloroquine or chloroquine. So people are getting a
treatment within the monoclonal antibodies that temporarily makes them feel better so
they can tell the doctors, yes, I feel better.
DR. LOVE: And that's what they tell me. I was better for a while. Then I got sick. So,
you know, this is what's happening. It's a scam. They got doctors sucked in, maybe
good doctors, at least ones with lots of influence. Dr. Brian Ardis has a lot of influence.
A lot of people are listening to him. And in fact, I just emailed him and got information to
him, my article. So he's going to take a look at it. And I bet you he's going to shift. His
opinion is going to shift and we're probably going to see that hopefully. So, yeah, I'm
putting him on the spot a little bit, but it's necessary because, you know, if he supports
these supposed monoclonal antibodies which aren't actually it's not what they are, it's
the mRNA poison. Without informed consent. Then it's going to cause a lot of injuries to
people. And I'm sure he doesn't want to do that, but he's been influenced by certain
doctors who again, are bonehead doctors.
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DR. LOVE: Thank God Dr. Brian Ardis is a chiropractor. You know, he's probably got
some resemblance of sanity. He's not in virus land like the rest of the doctors. And I am
Going to start Ridiculing them. I don't have respect for them anymore. You know, once
they started, you know, these doctors who parade around on stage and they're
supposedly against these mRNA shots. They're giving monoclonal antibody mRNA
shots. They were never approved for use in humans. There's never been any safety
trials. They were passed under emergency use authorization, just like the COVID shots.
It's the same thing. And then they're just walking around like fools. And, you know, I
know nobody likes to admit that they're wrong, but these are people's lives That they're
playing with and experimenting on and profiting on. It's wrong. So Dr. Brian Ardis, you
know, he's not administering monoclonal antibodies. He's just being influenced by the
ones who are. And I don't know who those people are, and I'm not judging, but I really
don't want to see people get injured. So I appreciate being able to talk about this and
get the message out.
VAL: So you're saying that the monoclonal antibody technology is actually the mRNA
technology with... What? What are they trying to replicate?
DR. LOVE: They're hiding a lot of stuff. They have synthetic codes, a lot of them. And I
mean, it would take me a long time to decode them, but I saw enough stuff to tell me
This is poison. They're encoding HIV.
VAL: Hiv?
DR. LOVE: Yeah, it's encoding HIV. And it's got chimeric proteins. We're talking from
hybrid half and half part human, part animal species that should not be injected into
people. And then it targets the T cells and destroys them. This is not what monoclonal
antibodies are supposed to do. Even Dr. Daniel Nagasy, you know, I had a conversation
with him and he said, Well, then they're not monoclonal antibodies. There's no reason
for them to target and destroy the T cells through cytotoxicity. Plus, they're injecting
these malaria parasites. But you're causing all kinds of harm to people. That should
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never be happening. Even, you know, there should never be parasites in monoclonal
antibodies. The idea of a monoclonal antibody is just to use antibodies from another
species, basically, and inject it into people, which is, to me, just ridiculous. It's not
medicine. We can't be experimenting on people like that. We have an immune system.
For example, the trees have natural antibiotics. Like I would never use an antibiotic. I'd
just go go pick from the trees the sap of the pine, pine needles, they're natural
antibiotics. You can get rid of any infection by really by by saturating your body with pine
needle, tea, drinking enough of it. It's a natural antibiotic and it's a treatment for COVID.
It's a treatment for respiratory illnesses. You don't need to go to the hospital. You don't
need pharma's drugs. Ever.
VAL: That's right.
DR. LOVE: With the exception of ivermectin right now, only because we are dealing
with genetically modified parasites, their harder to kill, and mycoplasma. Ivermectin kills
all these things, all these biological weapons that they're injecting into people and
deploying against humanity. They, meaning governments, their governments,
governments are killing people. So That's the only reason I support ivermectin, but
limited. It is only to be used for five days, it's not effective after that it kills all of the
critters and then you have to boost the immune system and detoxify and replenish the
gut flora in order to keep the body in homeostasis. And again, homeostasis is the key
because they're bombarding us with the nanoparticles. But if your body is in an alkaline
state, they'll flush right through you. This is the key.
VAL: The ivermectin also breaks down the graphene that forms in the body. We have
pictures of that. And one interesting thing that came out of last week's podcast was we
talked a little bit about the snake venom, discovery and HopeGirl said the reason that
they need to use the graphene is because you can't track and trace using just snake
venom. So we've done quite a few shows and posts about the graphene oxide and how
it turns us into an antenna, basically, transmitter and receiver and all of that stuff. And
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we're all just waiting, for those of us that are in the know, are waiting for that horrible 5G
to be activated. It's all so nefarious.
DR. LOVE: It's already on. Yeah, it's already on. They're just cranking it up little by little.
VAL: Little by little.
DR. LOVE: Right. It's up and running. That's how they got these bioweapons. AI
developed them because there are so many poisons in the patents, it would be
impossible for a human being to come up with that. It was coded by A.I. A big weapon
against humanity, right? The evil Fourth Reich, Nazi humans. And Quasars and Jesuits.
They have this technology, which is the AI that can program it and it can come up with
things that are far superior to any human being's brain that we could come up with. But
even with these weaponry. There's weaknesses in it. You know, it's for example, it's
artificial. And supposedly they think it's going to evolve and take over and maybe, but
still, it's no match for God. You know, like all of these weapons have their limitations.
This is what I found is we have to look for those weaknesses, right? So, for example, in
the study, when the nanoparticles, they can't release their payload in an alkaline
environment and they just flush through you.
DR. LOVE: So those Kazars are walking around eating kosher and pretty healthy. They
know how to be healthy and how to keep their body in an alkaline state and they're not
going to be affected, plus their genetics they're immune anyway. But you know it's
genetic specific bio weaponry. So they're able to code it because of the A.I. They were
able to code these bioweapons so that they don't affect them and that their DNA there is
not going to be modified. It's just the rest of humanity. So it's very sinister. And, you
know, we do have the data on that. We do have the studies proving that. And the
scientific and medical community, the ones who are in the know, they know. They they
understand what that means. It's evidence that reveals who the enemy is, who the
creator of these bioweapons are.
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VAL: I would just like to tell our listeners that Dr. Love did a fantastic presentation on
the Kazars, and she was able to link it to what's happening in Ukraine today. So I would
encourage everyone to watch that, it was on the Peter Show about a week ago, I
believe, maybe two weeks now. Time goes so fast these days. But it was really very
fascinating. And we're going to have another discussion about that. Maybe next week
we'll talk about that. That was priceless information. Really.
DR. LOVE: Thank you. I would really like to go more into the Kazars at a later date, but
we have more to share about this snake venom. Also, Dr. Jane Ruby. She presented
evidence to Peter's show, was interviewed About these snake organoids. Now the
organoids, they're basically snake glands that can be grown out without the whole
snake and they can grow it in a lab and have it forever producing snake venom. But
yeah, these scientists, Jane Ruby, found that they're actually growing the snake
organoids inside of humans. Basically she has photographic evidence of snake
organoids being pulled out of people's bodies, so they have found a way to get the
snake organoids, which are snake glands to grow inside of human beings and then
release the venom inside of them. And what happens? They become a bioweapon. That
venom, it becomes toxic to others. And it comes out of their skin. They shed it. It's
aerosolized through the sweat glands. It concentrates in the sweat glands. It comes out
of their breath and it comes out of their lower orifices. So this is how it is spreading.
VAL: We also have a theory that it is being spread through morphogenic fields. I don't
know if you're familiar with that terminology, but it's the energy fields that have a
piezoelectric effect that, when you're within range of someone that is shedding, there's a
VAL: morphogenic field that's actually able to transmit these types of things. We
discussed it a few weeks back. It's very interesting.
DR. LOVE: You know, I actually noticed that. I noticed that I was sitting across from
someone who was double jabbed. And I noticed that every time that person would
concentrate her attention on me and stare at me, I would smell that venom. And when
she was focused on somebody else, then the venom was going to that person. So it's
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like every time her eyes were intently focusing on me That energy came towards me
and I could smell it. That very well could be true.
VAL: Yeah, it's it's pretty scary stuff. But now whenever we have to go out, I make
shikimate tincture. It's made out of star anise, which I think has the highest content of
shikimate. And it's very easy to get here in Morocco. So I made a beautiful tincture. It
took about 6 to 8 weeks, I guess, and we take ten drops of that before we have to go
anywhere, because we were getting ill when we had to go out and everybody was newly
vaccinated. And then there was the boosters and when we were out with other people
we were feeling ill. So I decided to try and do something about that because I still want
to go out and talk to people, it's my nature.
DR. LOVE: Well, shikimic acid, star anise and fennel have high quantities and shikimic
acid. It's excellent. You can even use star anise oil, but the chemical acid is found even
in higher quantities in the pine needle tea or any pine needles. Pine oil, pine needle oil
or in the tea. This was revealed by Mike Adams last year when I was going out and
harvesting from the forest, the Pine Needle Tea. He was doing some research in his
laboratory. It was great. So yeah, we know that that those are things that contain
shikimic acid, also dandelion root. So in the spring, you know, people can go out and
harvest from the fields and get dandelion root and dry it and stock up for the winter. You
know, that's what I did. I've been drinking dandelion root and also conch mushrooms
that I found from the forest. They're very detoxifying. They help to detoxify these
graphene oxide nanoparticles very well. And then I also have a recipe for this star anise
and fennel. It's a chai tea recipe where you use milk and And black tea And you simmer
the star anise and the fennel and add a few more spices. That that is really effective at
detoxifying the graphene oxide nanoparticles. Otherwise they linger in your body and
they continue to cause damage. You want to get them out immediately once you're
exposed.
VAL: I think that the best way is what you're talking about, going out and doing
something natural like that. Because as an herbalist, of course, I'm going to think that
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the what is contained inside of a plant is so closely related to our cell structure, and it's
so pure that the cells recognize these things right away. And it's just really the thing to
do. Stay away from the drugs. They're trying to kill us with the drugs. They've been
trying to kill us for 100 years with their drugs. Rockefeller and the Carnegie and all those
guys back then.
DR. LOVE: Pharma is a death cult.
DR. LOVE: It's a death cult. It's sorcery. They profit on keeping people ill. And they
keep the doctors in virus land. They train them in virus land so Their attention is always
diverted. Talking about viruses - it's a fairy tale! It doesn't even exist. The terrain theory
is real. That's what makes sense. And when you work within the realm of the terrain you
can heal a person. You can cure disease. It's not rocket science. It's really easy. It's
when people are sick, they're toxic, they have toxicity in the body and you have to get
that out. And people aren't taught this. People don't know this, but they're beginning to
learn. They're beginning to learn now. And that's a good thing. You know, we have a
new future for humanity, where we're going to be free from this evil. We're going to have
our own systems of things we don't need Government, for God's sakes. People should
stop paying their taxes. Absolutely. Right now, the governments are tyrannical. They're
killing us. No question.
DR. LOVE: No question about it. Stop paying taxes. Stop consenting to evil. They're
evil. Don't give it to them. Take your power back. If everybody across the world refused
to pay taxes to their government, they woke up tomorrow and they said, I'm not paying
taxes. What's going to happen? Something good, something really good. We take back
the power and then we'll find our leaders because there are people that know how to set
up new financial systems. Russia is doing it. China is going to do it. India is going to do
it. Those are governments. But we the people can do it, too. There are laws that we
could. I don't see why people don't just create a new treaty. We need somebody to draft
a treaty that protects us because treaty a treaty is the is the highest law of the land. We
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can say you're not in jurisdiction to touch us. We have a new kingdom with Jesus Christ
as our king.
VAL: Amen.
DR. LOVE: We're all united under God. And this is our treaty. You can't touch us. You
don't have jurisdiction here. Just use the tools that they're using. The World Health
Organization wants to create a new treaty. And a treaty is the highest law of the land.
So they're going to say we have dominance over you through the government. So we
have to disengage from that. We have to create our own governance. We have to
create our own treaty and do the same thing. But in, you know, in a good way, we use
the same Vehicles that they are using to protect ourselves, we have to do it. There
aren't very many people that know about this stuff.
VAL: You know, on some level, there is something good to say about this horror that
we're living through. And just to just mention it, I found out recently that my cousin went
deaf in one ear after she got the vaccine. And my aunt has severe fatigue. And I know
exactly what that's fatigue is about. So now they might actually get closer to God, the
Creator. They may turn off CNN. They're sick now. And I've been trying to tell them for
two years, and now maybe they'll start to listen. In fact, I spoke to my aunt just the other
day, and she told me everything that she was going through, and I ordered her a whole
bunch of supplements. But I don't know that she's going to do so well because she's
pretty far gone, you know, and she's still watching CNN. So I don't know. I'm afraid to
ask her if she took the booster. I'm just afraid to ask. And my cousin is younger than me
and she's deaf in one ear now, and spending thousands of dollars going for oxygen
compression treatments. And she says it helps, but then it comes back. Sounds to me
like she got bit by a snake!
DR. LOVE: That's the thing about the oxygen and hydrogen. It is the treatment. But by
itself, it's not enough. You have to add super nutrients and super boost the immune
system. But the redox molecules is enough by itself. They have the power. And so this
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is the treatment. This is the superior treatment. And we know what that is. So we now
know we have treatment and people have been detoxified. There is good news. But but
the people have to want to if they're in that level of denial, they're not going to they're
not going to participate. They need to feel the sting. They need to feel that venom
running through their veins before they're going to be believers, before they're going to
repent.
VAL: That's the thing, too, is that repentance and just being able to say, I was wrong,
forgive me and give me knowledge now and give me wisdom now. Please, God, it's
such a big thing for people to do that. For me It's like I couldn't live any other way. Since
I found the Holy Spirit in me. But I don't want to live any other way. I feel like I've really
been guided and completely provided for. I was literally picked up from America and
placed in Africa six months before COVID. And I can't get back to America because I
refuse to get any of those things that they want to do to me in order to get on a plane,
get off a plane enter a country, whatever, whatever it's like. I can't. I can't go back right
now. But hopefully we keep keep doing shows like this and keep talking about this and
just keep it going. Keep it going.
VAL: I was the last person on the planet that wanted to do a podcast. I'm not a star of
any kind I just make medicine. That's that's what I want to do in my retirement now that
I'm retired. I'm completely on board with the Ardis. I see that the things that he
presented were identical: people getting COVID and people getting the vaccination. And
now you're saying people getting the monoclonal antibodies are all creating the same
symptoms, the same they're the same results. Isn't that interesting?
DR. LOVE: Yeah, the monoclonal antibody is they designed that that to be like a to get
the people who wouldn't take the vaccine because when they're sick, like when you get
sick, when you have COVID, And you get really, really sick, you've been poisoned. And
they know this. They're expecting it because they designed these weapons. So when
people get sick, they go to the hospital and then the hospital coerces them into getting
monoclonal antibodies. I have heard stories from my clients of people They say that the
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doctors will threaten them and say, you, you're going to die if you don't get this. So they
were so scared into it. I'm just sitting here going, What? You should serve them with a
notice of liability. They tried to kill you. They're trying to kill you.
DR. LOVE: This is what I advise my clients to do. I send them to Dr. Reiner Fullmich's
World Freedom Alliance, and I recommend that they download the notice of liability. It's
free. You can serve it to anybody who's coercing you or manipulating you or threatening
you or trying to kill you. Like at the hospital. Some of these doctors, they're psychopaths
in the hospitals. I mean, they know! I've talked to nurses. They know they're in on it.
They know they're killing people and they're making money doing it. And the nurses that
have given their testimony to me, say they know they're part of a cult. And these nurses
are quitting their jobs and getting fired because they won't take the shot. And she's
watching them kill people. And she thinks that she I say she, but there was multiple
reports. They they think that they're part of a cult a satanic cult. And there are evil, evil
people in the hospitals. And in fact, they probably have secret ceremonies, you know, in
the basement. I mean, that's what hospital hospitals are breeding grounds for them. I've
heard so many stories over the years.
DR. LOVE: There's so much money going around. There was $2.2 trillion to used to
bribe Hospitals and doctors. If somebody goes in with COVID and they are put on a
ventilator, the hospital gets 40,000. If they die on a ventilator, the hospital gets 100,000.
And basically there was. What's his name? Oh, my gosh. What was his name? He just
gave his his testimony to a filmic and he said that that basically they're using the
remdesivir to it shuts down the organs, poison people, and probably there's the snake
venom in it. I found some things on remdesivir that is really shady and bad. Yeah. And
I'm going to release that a little bit later. But because I'm still researching it.
VAL: The doctors when they're in medical school are really encouraged to be
unhealthy. They don't give them any time to absorb things. It's constant competition and
they're under so much pressure and they're eating cafeteria food. It's like I remember
back in the seventies, I don't know how old you are, but I remember Sun Myung Moon
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had a cult, and that's what they would do with these people. They would put them in a
room and feed them mashed potatoes only or white bread only, like things that they
couldn't possibly be healthy from them. And they couldn't think straight and they would
keep them up just like medical school. So when you say it's a cult, I get that.
DR. LOVE: Yeah. And it's 12 years of this. Doctors are worshipped like gods, you know,
like people listen to them. I mean, I've had friends who were sick with cancer and I was
like, oh, I can help you. You know, it's so easy. You just change your diet. It's really
easy stuff, you know, and they just want to listen to the doctor. It's something about
when they get scared, when you're sick and you get you're scared. And now the doctors
are threatening People and telling them they're going to die if they don't take this
treatment. It's not a treatment. It's a death I.V. bag. It's filled with death stuff. And it's just
unbelievable that humans will treat humans like this.
VAL: Oh, yeah. To say nothing of people dying and their loved ones are not able to
come and see them.
DR. LOVE: Oh, God.
VAL: Yeah, that's the worst.
VAL: Yeah, this is the
VAL: Most egregious thing. And, you know, I hear that. I hear that the Biden
administration is now trying to appeal the judge. I guess she was in Florida. Supreme
Court judge ruled that, you know, the masks on airlines and airports is unlawful and
unconstitutional. You don't have to do it. And now the Biden administration is trying to
appeal that. Can you believe it?
DR. LOVE: Well That's a that's a fake puppet president. I think Obama is actually sitting
in office right now.
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VAL: Oh, for sure. I don't know what happened to him either. We had such high hopes
for him, and something got to him, too.
DR. LOVE: He's a pedophile.
VAL: Married to a man.
DR. LOVE: I'm a journalist. So when I see enough evidence, I have a responsibility to
speak the truth. You know what I mean? Because I see a lot more research. A lot. And
Obama is a pedophile. He's part of the Clinton cult. It is a cult. It's a coven. They are
from that. And the Clintons are also pedophiles. This is the elite, the so called elites of
our world. They're the descendants of Cain. They're the blood of Satan. The devil. I
mean, this is the you know, this is the play on earth. And they act like there are elites
when we are the heirs of the Earth, not them. We are the descendants of our ancestors,
are Adam and Eve. We have that perfect DNA helix in us. And they don't have that
connection to God. They're not born with it. And it's driven out of them by the satanic
ritual abuse. That happens to these elites and it goes on and within the elite families.
And we can get into that more. I'm trying to bite my tongue because we're going to talk
about that some more in the next podcast
VAL: Yes, we are we're going to have a few pointed podcasts, because I think we're on
the same page as far as the evil goes. We were severely, seriously attacked when we
were talking about free energy devices and things like that, and we were attacked by
Satanists. So we're very well versed in that particular area.
DR. LOVE: Wow. Well, I was attacked by Satanists, too, when I started exposing and
addressing the drag kids and the pedophilia agenda. You know, this article that I wrote
immediately after that they came after me because the pedophiles are very well
organized and it is the elites of our world. They are trafficking our kids and sacrificing
them for sure. That's how they get their power. And, you know, Dr. Zelenko talked about
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that in an interview with Sarah Westall. He's risking his life coming forward to tell the
world this. And there's nobody more credible to listen to about that than him because he
is Jewish and he's in that community. And what he said to Sarah Westall is that 90% of
the Jewish leadership is corrupt, is what he said. And then he went on to say that they
are sacrificing our kids, blood sacrifice of our children, and this is in order to get power. I
really respect doctors Zelenko for coming forward and nobody in the media picked that
up. Nobody wanted to touch it. And I think he knew that nobody would. That's why he
went to Sarah Westall. Anyway, I really respect him. He's he's an incredible doctor.
VAL: He's on his number two on the FDA's hit list.
DR. LOVE: Uh huh.
VAL: Brian Ardis is number one. I wonder, why do you think? Maybe the snake venom
discovery has something to do with that?
DR. LOVE: Definitely. They didn't want that getting out. They would have suppressed it
if they could. And Stew Peters was keeping Dr. Brian Ardis safe. You know, Stew
Peters used to be a bounty hunter. He was working with the police force. So he's He's
trained. He knows how to keep people safe, and he knows how to investigate. You
know, he's also keeping me safe and giving me a platform and a voice. I'm so targeted.
They did not want me breaking through because I know too much.
DR. LOVE: I want to say something that's really interesting about Dr. Zelenko for a
minute. I really love him. I really have respect for him. I mean, he's a genius. And he's
done some things that in medicine. I I see what he's doing in his formulas and stuff. It's
very clever. Very clever. But, you know, he had cancer some years ago and he went
through radiation. And I think chemo as well, or at least radiation. He did the Western
medical treatment, right? Well, the cancer came back because usually it does because
chemo and radiation is barbaric. It kills you, it destroys all the healthy things in your
body, your cells, everything. So it's very hard to recover from that. And it ends up
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bringing cancer back with a vengeance. It's a treatment that doesn't work. And we know
that because his cancer came back. Well, I wrote to him and through his assistant I
recommended that he try the healthy route this time. I said, you tried it the other way
and it didn't work. The cancer came back and I gave him some statistics. I said, the
Cancer Research Institute did a study and they found that 67% of cancer can be cured
using just diet. Diet alone as compared to chemo, which gives you a two and a half
percent survival rate. So I said, why don't you try something different? Why don't you try
the natural route?
DR. LOVE: And then I said, if you included curcumin or something, it increases your
chances of survival by up to 85%. If you use CBD oil, it increases it up to 95%. You
know, these are what studies have shown. So I said, why don't you just try the natural
route? Well, you know what he did? He went to Europe and he went to a retreat. And he
was in a retreat for a few months. And guess what? His cancer decreased. It was going
away. And he announced it. He announced it to the public. Then he goes back home
And the cancer comes back. So it's interesting. That certainly deserved media attention
that he tried the natural route and it worked. Even though he is trained in Western
medicine, he tried the natural route. He wasn't doing that before, you know. But I mean,
his supplements are all natural, like the Z stack, the Z detox. They're natural and they're
good. They give the body the basics, what it needs for health. So he does support
natural medicine, and I think he's grown to support it. And I think people like me have
have influenced him. So this is beautiful Where we are. Medicine is harmonizing. And
we're going into sort of a new future and these doctors that have open mind and are
willing to try new things, they are the pioneers. They are the leaders. And this is why I
have so much respect for him.
VAL: Do you know if he is still I remember him doing some shows while he was getting
treatment. He was somewhere in Europe getting some kind of chemo. I believe so. Do
you know where he's at today with the cancer?
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DR. LOVE: No. When he was in Europe, he was at a health retreat. He wasn't doing
chemo. He was in Europe for a few months, I don't know, a couple of months at least.
And he was using naturopathic medicines and nutrition. And his cancer became
reduced. And he made an announcement about that. But then he went back home and
the cancer came back. And he recently made an announcement about that, that the
cancer came back. But it's a great powerful testimony of the power of natural medicines.
See, Western medical doctors don't think in terms of detoxifying. They give drugs, Dr.
Zelenko has supplements that detoxify and reduce inflammation. Detoxify, give the
basic nutrients that the body needs for people who really don't know about health.
That's the basics of what a person should have. And he has a great formula, a great
combination. So he does support natural medicines. So this time he actually went to a
retreat in Europe and he tried natural medicine and It was effective. So it's a powerful
testimony, you know?
DR. LOVE: Radiation and chemo are the death cult weaponry that is designed to kill
you and to get. And they take your money to kill.
VAL: Awful. It's so sad throughout the years, the people that I've known that were killed
By that. They wouldn't do anything natural because the medical doctor and the whole
medical industry with their gods. And all those people, They're all dead. I have nothing
good to say about chemotherapy and radiation. Nothing.
DR. LOVE: Absolutely not. And it costs 300,000 and Your chances of survival are two
and a half percent. Why would you even subject yourself to that? People do it because
they don't know there's any other option. The doctors don't tell them. The doctors don't
know. They're not trained to know. Doctors are boneheads. I know that now.
VAL: They're not trained to create health. They're trained to cut, burn and poison. That's
all they know.
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DR. LOVE: Mm hmm. And prescribe drugs. They're drug pushers and they get paid.
The incentives by big pharma are incredible. They're paid to poison people and they
don't really understand That's what they're doing. Very few doctors actually use the
system and break through like Dr. Zelenko. He knew immediately, he tried
hydroxychloroquine at first. Then he moved on to Ivermectin. Ivermectin is better, it's
superior. And you're right, it does stop the growth of the hydrogels, the self replication of
this weaponry. Well, anyway, it's good to use it for five days, especially in an
emergency, when someone's late stage. And then the rapid cloning is occurring when
they're really sick. That means that these critters, I call them critters, they're growing
inside the body. That's when the these genetically modified hydros and parasites and
worms start to grow in the body. And that actually builds the circuitry. They build the cell
signal, the kind of it's you know, when they say they're inserting an operating system,
it's mimicking your body's innate operating system. It's just taking control of the person.
And these these parasitic organisms that are synthetic biology start cell signaling,
there's a communication among them because they're made in the lab and they're
made to be harmonized like that. And then they can just take over the person and
they're able to read the person's thoughts, transmit the person's thoughts to the
receiver, to the patent holders.
VAL: It's so diabolical, the whole thing. Yeah, but that's why people like us have come
together and we're going to give a voice to this thing. Dr. Love, would you be able to
supply me with some documentation about the monoclonal antibodies that you would
like our listeners to know that I can put in the show notes?
DR. LOVE: Absolutely. I have an article that I'll give you that I just wrote. The horrors
are in there. And then I'm also writing a second article that's going to come out very
soon. And it has more horrors. They're not monoclonal antibodies. They're doing all of
this under the guise of antibodies creating, for example, the biggest lie of all the biotech
manufacturers of these COVID shots. They're saying that they needed to inject the
population to invoke an antibody response. That that's the whole purpose of these
injections is to get to invoke an antibody response from your immune system. And then
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that's supposed to save the world. Well, the Johnson and Johnson Patton revealed that
they were replacing antibodies with Nanobodies.
VAL: What's a nanobody?
DR. LOVE: Well, it literally says in the patent they're replacing antibodies with
nanobodies.
VAL: Interesting.
DR. LOVE: So. Right. So. So that right there reveals that there's nothing about this, it is
not about invoking n antibody response. This is about programmable nanoparticles that
are creating The illness in humans. It's a weapon system. So right there it reveals the
truth and they're just lying. So, yeah, all of this is being done under the guise of
antibodies, monoclonal antibodies, but they might have antibodies in it in the serum. But
there's a bunch of other stuff too that shouldn't be there. There's no reason to inject
malaria parasites into people. There's no reason to target the T cells. You need them.
That's your immune system.
VAL: Well, it's by design.
DR. LOVE: Um hum. Yeah. They're killing what's left of...you know, if a vaccinated
person is losing 5% of their immune system every week, according to a UK government
study.
DR. LOVE: And then you have something in them then if they get the monoclonal these
monoclonal antibody infusions Then that's going to destroy what's left of their immune
system. It's going to kill them, you know? And it's a way to get people who are not
willing to take these COVID shots to get them to get the poison in them anyway. Oh, by
the way, it does knock out genes. These patents say it literally knocks out genes. Gene
knockout. That's permanent deletion. I've shared it on my Telegram channel just in the
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last few days. I found some additional information. I was just posting it there. Complete
knock out. It's in the patents. Everything is.
DR. LOVE: Even the Russians, when they went into Ukraine and exposed the US
biolabs, they also said that these bioweapons were being developed under the guise of
antibody research. Hmm. You know, everything seems to be done under the guise of
antibody research. That's how they can get the bonehead doctors to go along with their
evil plans. You know, they give the doctor something to believe in. That's fairy tale while
they're actually putting poison there. And the doctors, they don't bother to read the
patents. They don't have time for that. So I'm trying to get I'm trying to get the word out
as much as fast as possible so that the doctors catch on. If they're intentionally doing
this knowingly or they're doing it unknowingly, either way, they're doing it. And these are
war crimes and they are, you know, injuring people. So they need to stop.
VAL: Well, I, like you, really have very little respect for medical doctors and I haven't
been to a medical doctor in about 15 years. I have a couple of horror stories of my own
that I'm not going to get into. But I stopped going and I went strictly with my nutrition and
natural medicine knowledge and have been much, much better off. But I really do hope
that I can help the members of my family that have taken the jabs that are now sick.
And there's other members of the family that I haven't even spoken to yet.
VAL: Yeah, like you said, we're trying to get this information out as fast as we possibly
can because we really are on a mission now to save lives. And we have to tell the
people that this is a globalist takeover. That's what this is. And all the countries in the
world, all the governments in all the countries just about, except maybe for six or seven
or eight countries, are on board with this nightmare.
DR. LOVE: 194 countries - Agenda 21 depopulation.
VAL: Yeah. It's all written down in the UN lockstep document written in 2010 [UN
Agenda 2021 and 2030]. It's all there, even the fact that we're all starting to form our
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own little self sustaining communities, which actually is what we're doing here in
Morocco. We have something going on here, but it's unbelievable that people aren't at
this point seeing it or maybe they are starting to see it, but the ego prevents them from
saying I was wrong. They don't want to surrender to God and say I'm sorry I repent.
DR. LOVE: How many people did they inject with monoclonal antibodies already?
American frontline doctors are doing it. I think somebody told me that even Ardis was
supporting the use of them. And Dr. Bryan Ardis he just doesn't know. He's been
manipulated by somebody, you know, another a medical doctor friend who maybe is
manipulated by big pharma. But Dr. Peter McCullough has been gung ho, injecting
people with monoclonal antibodies and some of his patients have come to me injured.
Yep. And I want it to stop. I just want it to stop. And you think they want to admit it? That
they were wrong? Of course not. They're going to find it out, though. They're going to
realize soon, soon that they're injuring people.
VAL: Other than you. The only other person that I've heard discuss the horror of
monoclonal antibodies is Dr. Carrie Madej. But I didn't actually hear her talk about it. My
daughter told me about it and I could never find it again. There's so much information,
Those of us that are talking about this stuff, so much to go through. I can only handle so
much in a day. So, yes, she did bring this out and it was many months ago. Do you
know what she was saying? Was she saying basically what you're saying?
DR. LOVE: Yeah. Well, she talked about the chimeric proteins and the DNA from
chimeric - a hybrid between part human part animal hybrids and that they were injecting
this DNA into people. And, you know, it's not only a spiritual sin to create an
abomination like that. It's a species that should never exist. Part human, part animal.
Come on, that's not okay. First of all, to do that. Second of all, to inject it into people.
No, this is bad. This is sorcery. I don't want that in my body. And this is sort of what she
was talking about. That was the part of it that really moved her to warn people..
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DR. LOVE: So the doctors got fooled and I lost respect for them. I don't even care what
they're doing, what they're saying. I refuse to share anything from Dr. Peter McCullough
until he stops he stops injuring people, you know, and he's going to realize it sooner or
later. I'm not going to stop and eventually he's going to pay attention. You know, it's
their mistake. If they don't read the patents, shame on them. It took me a few minutes to
identify the things from the patent.
DR. LOVE: I was reading Regeneron, which is Johnson and Johnson's monoclonal
antibody. And the first thing that I saw in the patent, just in the first few paragraphs is it
destroys your T cells by cytotoxicity. I sat back, I said, What? How can that be a good
thing? You need your T-cells. That's your immune system. Shame on them. I'm going to
continue to embarrass them and name their names until they stop because they're
injuring innocent people. You know, it took me just a few minutes to read the patents.
They can take the time to do that before they're putting a medical intervention using
experimental drugs that have never been approved for use in humans. Is unacceptable.
It's no excuse for it. And I mean, there will be a price to pay for these people, even if
they're doing it unknowingly, there's going to be a price to pay when you injure people.
And that's the kind of arrogance by the doctors that I see, where if I try to tell them that,
then they think that I'm fake news or controlled opposition or something like that.
Because they just don't want to face the truth.
VAL: Right. Well, just like they won't listen to Bryan Ardis either, and The people are
attacking him. I think maybe because these people have been front and center fighting
this thing and they've gotten quite a reputation. They've gotten famous in their own way.
And then somebody comes along And changes the narrative. So they might be a little
defensive. They're publishing these paragraphs where they're literally mocking him and
trying to make him look like a fool. And that's unacceptable for anybody that's on the
front lines of this war, trying to get this information out. That attitude is unacceptable.
And I'm really very surprised at the front line doctors. Andrew Kaufmann, Pierre Corey,
these are people that I've been following for a couple of years now. I'm very surprised
that they would come out and mock this new information.
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DR. LOVE: Oh, they're jealous. And They're jealous of Stew Peters. I mean, so many
people attack him, you know, and they try to bring up his past when he was a rapper.
And it's like he's got some shady past or something. But then there's all those years in
between where he was a bounty hunter, you know, that he did something honorable,
right? They don't mention that. So, yeah, it's just it's undercutting. And they're doing the
same thing with Dr. Ardis because he stepped out of the narrative to talk about
remdesivir and snake venom. And people are used to talking about the elusive spike
protein, whatever that is, the spike protein. And now all of a sudden, the spike protein is
snake venom. Now we know it's snake venom and they are so attached to their ego that
they cannot alter their language to incorporate the truth, so they have to attack him. It's
that low level mentality, really. They're just not creative enough to embrace the truth.
And they will have to sooner or later because it's not going away and it's going to
explode. And it's going out like a tidal wave right now and spreading into people's
minds. And it's actually very important what Dr. Ardis did and Stew Peters, and they did
a superb job, Mission Accomplished.
DR. LOVE: The important thing was to convey to the people that they're being
poisoned. So the snake venom was the thing that was eluding us. The ingredient that
no one had identified yet. But was poisoning people. And It's the gateway for people to
finally wake up and understand that these aren't vaccines, that they are poisoning
people, and that they've been poisoned. And so it's a gateway for all the rest of the
information to suddenly be understood. But these are people who are just waking up.
So baby steps.
DR. LOVE: It was perfect that Dr. Ardis talked only about the snake venom and focused
only on that. Even though there's this whole big picture, you know, there's all the
components of this operating system to hook you up to A.I. and clone you into a hybrid,
completely hijack your soul and your body. There's that, too. But you have to do baby
steps with people first. You just have to get them to realize that there was snake venom
and that is like the gateway to unleashing people's minds. All you need is one point to
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get their attention on and then the floodgates open. And this is what's happening. So it's
an incredible service to humanity. What Dr. Bryan artist has done is risked his life.
VAL: I agree.
DR. LOVE: So I support him even though he's making a mistake about the monoclonal
antibodies and pushing those. He's been manipulated by someone. He's been
influenced You can say the wrong way. His intuition was right the first time. He was right
when he read that study funded by Anthony and the results of the monoclonal
antibodies was horrible. He should have listened to his intuition about that. And not
these doctors. Doctors are boneheads. I know I work with them. I work with some of the
leading doctors in the world, and they are I've watched them be boneheads in front of
me. They only listen to something when it's published in peer reviewed literature. They
have no creativity to be able to think for themselves. I'm serious. I see it. God bless
them. And some of them do have that creativity and that humility. And but they are
quieter than the arrogant ones. The arrogant ones are the difficult ones. You have these
two groups of people, and there are incredible doctors that are humble and are trying
sincerely to find solutions.
VAL: And Doctor, Dr. Ryan Cole is one of them. He's someone that I really highly
respect. I would love to have him come on a podcast. Very humble man hasn't bad
mouth anybody.
DR. LOVE: Sure. I've listened to him speak a few times and he's very sincere. It's off
camera and in our group. He's part of our group actually, and for sure he's actually
brilliant. He can double speak. I think he can speak in parables haha. Dr. Ryan Cole I
think he's very good at that, Like he can use their narrative and then slip out of the
narrative and slip things in. He's very clever at sort of jumping around and you have to
be like that or you get ridiculed by your peers. So he's very clever.
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VAL: Well, I think the time has come for people that really want to save lives, people
that went into medicine to save lives, even if they got turned around at some point, I
think it's time for them to come back now to some understanding of the way the body is
created and the terrain theory, they they need to start listening to some of this. And if
people like you and me and other people that we know of are actually having success
with detoxing people that come to us and ask us for help, they need to start paying
attention. Their peers and their whatevers be damned because we're talking about
almost the end of humanity if we don't start really pushing this out there.
DR. LOVE: A lot of these doctors don't believe that it's possible to detoxify vaccinated
people. And they've been using only pharmaceutical drugs, blood thinners and
monoclonal antibodies and whatever else, steroids. They don't work. These things don't
work. I've talked with a lot of people. My clients tell me. And those so called treatments
don't work because all it does is toxify the body even more. The body's toxic. They've
been injected with poison. You give them drugs, that makes them more toxic. You have
to detoxify them. And there are ways to do that. There are certain things that work. And
the doctors lack that creativity. The bone head doctors, Western MDs lack that creative.
The ability to think outside that box, that paradigm of their virus land. That's what I call it.
They're trained by pharma. They don't know anything about nutrition. They think that
detoxifying is ridiculous. Most of them I know they say it. It comes out their mouth, their
mouths. You talk about that, your fruitcake, your your crackpot, your, you know. But the
only reason they respect me is not because I'm a naturopathy doctor. I'd be nothing in
their mind, but because I'm a journalist, because I've documented stuff and I have skills
they don't have, they respect me. It's an interesting position to be in where I'm at and
the doctors need to understand that there is treatment. We've identified it and there's
even a double blind study underway. We've identified the treatment. We know what it is,
and we can detoxify vaccinated people. I've met six doctors so far, Myself included, I'm
one of them. There's a few others as well, They're not public. In some cases, it can take
longer. And in other cases, it's shorter. I only know three doctors, myself included, that
have detoxified vaccinated persons in 3 to 6 weeks.
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VAL: Wow.
DR. LOVE: Double jabs.
VAL: Wow. What about What about the booster?
DR. LOVE: The boosters, take longer, they take much longer because it's more toxicity.
And then the Moderna is a bitch. Yeah It's really hard to detoxify. And the Johnson and
Johnson, I've got a couple of clients now. I'm going to see. This is new, I've only been
doing this for six months trying to detoxify people. I've been trialing my protocol and
perfecting it. And this is the first time I'm seeing the Johnson and Johnson and seeing
what we can do to reverse it. So there's more we need more data and. But I've got
teams of people, I've got some a lot of naturopaths in my team and I'm training them
now in my protocol and they're going to be doing consultations. So we'll be able to help
a larger volume of people. And I've got to fund a campaign. I'm going to fundraise to ask
for donations. We need large donors so that we can administer to more people. And I'm
working with groups of people who want to do this, experts. So I'll be asking for support
soon. I'm just trying to get the campaign page up and running using a new platform. So
yeah, that's exciting. We have treatment. That's the point. We have treatment. And now
we we need to start admitted administering it to people. And I have quite a few there's a
few people who have come to me who can't afford the treatment that I'm offering, even
though it's less expensive than a clinic.
DR. LOVE: Some clinics are charging $10,000 to detoxify vaccinated persons. They're
using oxygen, hydrogen therapy and some other things, maybe IV infusion and things
like that. Intravenous high dose IV, vitamin C, and these things work if you do enough of
it. But I mean, again, it's $10,000 and my treatment that people can treat themselves at
home and it's much less expensive and it's superior treatment, but it's still too expensive
for some people. So we really need a fund to help those people. I don't want to turn
anyone away. When people come to me And if if they can't afford what I'm offering, then
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I offer them something else that is less expensive. I let them know what their options
are, but then I make my recommendations. I say, this would be the best thing for you.
DR. LOVE: I did a lot of research this last, this past year, and there are ways to detoxify
this out of the body. You just have to know how. And I never thought I'd be in this
position, you know, I just didn't. You know what it is? Six months ago, there was this
sort of consensus that that rolled over through the truth community. And you started
seeing it in their comments online and stuff. They gave up on the vaccinated. They said,
You know what, let's save ourselves. Let's focus on those who want to live. The
vaccinated are sleeping, they're goners, you know, they've taken the mark of the beast.
There's no saving them. And this consensus rolled through the truth community. And I
sat back and I was stunned. I was like, wait a minute, wait, wait, wait, wait, wait. This
isn't right. You can't give up. I mean, is it true? I didn't know. So I prayed about it. I said,
all right. I prayed to God. I talked to Jesus. And I said, Is this true? Is it possible to
detoxify that people from this this technology I needed to know, do am I supposed
should I give up on them or should I keep fighting for them? And Jesus came to a friend
of mine. He's come to him three times to talk about me. This time when he came to him,
he rebuked him for he made a tweet one time where he was giving up on vaccinated
people. He said, let's just focus on those who want to live. He said that and Jesus
rebuked him and said, No, we don't give up on anyone. And then my friend felt
ashamed and he told me that. And I knew that was my message. I said at that point, I
said, Well, if Jesus told you that, then we don't give up on anyone. That's right.
DR. LOVE: You know, they were talking about glutathione on how it's important to
elevate your glutathione levels. So I was looking for what would do that? And I found the
redox molecules. And I call it the God frequency supplement, it boosts the endogenous
glutathione iron in your body by 500 to 800%. And this is phenomenal. It does a lot
more than that, too. But this is like one of the main things that's just the only supplement
in the world that can do this. So I thought, well, gosh, I wonder if that could detoxify
vaccinated persons. Let's find out. And so I decided to do free consultations in order to
encourage people to come to me. And I felt like, well, you know, I haven't ever launched
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a practice, even though I'm a naturopathic doctor and I'm qualified and trained. I just
never intended to actually open a practice because I didn't think that people would listen
to me. I didn't think they were ready for my knowledge. And they wanted that magic pill
from the doctor, from the West, from the Western MD. Oh, it's just too hard to open a
practice, maybe later when I get older, maybe I'll write a book.
VAL: It's the opposite of me. I was in practice and now I'm not practicing. I'm just
making medicine.
DR. LOVE: Okay, we'll see. I mean, I thought that maybe I'll write a book or something.
I never thought I'd open a practice, but then I had to step up. I know I'm needed. I'm like,
Oh, my God, my knowledge is so needed. I know. And and so I've combined this
experience. I have training I have as a journalist and as a naturopathic doctor. And so I
started listening to people's stories and gathering information from what people tell me.
And I gained a lot and I was able to confirm so many things. It's been invaluable. And I
found a way to detoxify the vaccinated people. And I know that this is a very special
thing because there's very few of us. But I didn't give up. This is the point, I refuse to
give up on my fellow humans.
VAL: I also got very upset when I would hear these doctors and I'm not going to
mention names, but they were all saying, you can't detox from this. And everything else
that these doctors have was gold to me, except that they came out with that statement
that was so deflating. I was the same way, I'm not giving up. You know, especially with
the people that I am actually working with, they're desperate. How can I give up on
them? We're beings of light our DNA. There are experiments where you put a strand of
DNA in with some light, and the light is attracted to whether it's the nucleotides or
whatever in there that it's attracted to. You take the DNA out and the light is still in the
same formation of a double helix. So what does that tell me? That tells me that it's
mutable. And even though they're pumping people with this mRNA that's replicating,
we're still beings of light. We're still spirits, spiritual beings having a physical experience.
And we can change these things. But we have to come away from this narrative that
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has been shoved down our throats for two years. Of course, longer when you're talking
about big pharma.
VAL: Okay, Dr. Love, I'm so glad that we were able to have this conversation and we're
going to continue to speak some more on this podcast in the future. We have a few
topics that we would like to discuss and bring some more to people that are looking for
this type of knowledge. So thank you very much for being with us tonight. And as soon
as you get that page up about your campaign, please let me know and I'll post it.
DR. LOVE: Great! Thank you and Thanks for having me.
VAL: Thank you for coming. We'll talk to you soon. All right, then. For now.
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